
ABOUT HYC

HYC is a professional OEM/ODM manufacturer of passive optical device 

with over 21 years of experience. Its main products are optical fiber 

connectivity solutions, WDM, PLC splitters, optical switch and other passive 

devices which are widely used in 4G/5G, Telecom, Data Center, Cloud 

Computing industry and other fields.
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ABOUT HYC

Production Lines

1. Parts, 5 million per month

2. Adapter, 4 million per month

3. Attenuator: 20000 pcs per month

Patch cord workshop

Capacity

Capacity

Connector/adapter workshop

1. USCONEC Trained MTP Assembly manufactory

2. R&M Approved E2000 terminated manufactory

3. Capacity,  4 million termination per month

PLC  workshop

Capacity

120K pcs per month(1x8CH)

Capacity

200K CH  per month

Capacity

10K CH per month

WDM workshop MEMS workshop
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ABOUT HYC

HYC's new industry park is completing recently covering a total area of 24,286㎡ 

and total construction area of nearly 40,000㎡. This means HYC is transforming 

from "manufacturing" to "intelligent manufacturing" with a great enhancement in 

production capability. 

New Milestone

HYC New Milestone

HYC's new industry park is completing recently covering a total area of 24,286㎡ and total construction 

area of nearly 40,000㎡. This means HYC is transforming from "manufacturing" to "intelligent 

manufacturing" with a great enhancement in production capability. 

The new industrial park consists of an automated production center, a digital R&D center, an information 

office area, an intelligent exhibition hall, and a user-friendly living center, with complete supporting 

facilities, which is highly efficient, intelligent and comfortable.

300%
The annual output will be increase Fiber connectors will reach  60 million pieces

PLC splitters  will reach 2 million pieces

WDM will reach 4 million pieces

H
Production Center 15000㎡

Production Center 8000㎡

R&D center

Living Center                           4000㎡

6000㎡

Office Area   3000㎡
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